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Previously, Ye Lu had looked up the information about “Mount Olympus”, and there were indeed 

temples on this sacred mountain, but these temples were all decrepit temples, and there were definitely 

no temples like the one in the photo, so Ye Lu judged that the temple in the photo must be in the secret 

realm of the “Greek Gods”. 

It was obviously not an easy task to enter the “secret realm”, but for Ye Lu, now was a good time and a 

good way. 

There were some differences between the West and the East in terms of the use of “weapon patterns”, 

but everything was the same, these magic formations were all applications of the laws of “space”. 

However, unless it was an extremely high level teleportation formation, it would be very difficult to 

construct a teleportation formation to link the secret realm to the outside. 

This was because after the white light in front of him disappeared, Ye Luo saw that he had entered a 

grand mysterious realm. 

The mountain in front of him was still a mountain, but this mountain was not simply “Mount Olympus”, 

it was so tall that Ye Lu could only use a phrase to describe it, that is, “a mountain to look up to”. 

Not only was it high, but the mountain was lush with trees, and there were huge palaces scattered all 

over the mountain, with huge demonic beasts flying through the air from time to time. 

“This is the ‘God Mountain’, it’s really powerful!” 

Ye Luo said with some emotion as he looked at the real “God Mountain”. 

The two guys who had brought him here were quite pleased with her expression, and then said with a 

smile. 

“Yes, this is the real ‘Mount Olympus’, at the highest point of the mountain is the residence of the great 

god ‘Zeus’ line, after that is the residence of the other twelve main gods, of course, now the real gods 

are not here, it is said that The real gods are gone now, it is said, because after the ‘War of Extinction’ 

they all went missing.” 

He couldn’t help but feel emotional even after he said that. 

Then, he said. 

“The place we are going to in a moment is also the place of ‘Athena’, one of the twelve main gods, and I 

know you gypsies are the most unrestrained, but I would advise you to be more restrained and not to 

annoy the people inside, thinking that we men are not allowed to enter, because she is one of the three 

goddesses on the mountain of the gods .” 

Hearing him out, Ye Lu nodded his head. 

It seemed that this “Greek Gods” was not so easy to deal with. 



After going through various checks, Ye Lu finally got into a teleportation array, the one that led to the 

palace of “Athena”, and soon Ye Lu was transported to a place where there were women in armour 

everywhere. 

These women were all very handsome, and many of them were incredibly powerful, especially the one 

in the middle, this woman was elegant, wearing a golden armor, holding the shield of Medusa, the 

snake-haired demoness, in one hand, and the spear of Pallas in the other, really sexy and handsome. 

However, Ye Lu found that this woman’s bloodline had not reached 100%, but her cultivation was quite 

strong, and she was also an expert at the level of a “YuanYing old monster”. 

Anyway, she was not someone Ye Lu could take out. 

When this woman saw Ye Lu, she immediately used her “divine sense” to investigate, but the more he 

looked, the more surprised he was, and soon their brows furrowed. 

Because he found that he was actually unable to find out Ye Lu’s details. 

“What exactly is this fellow’s cultivation level? Is he even stronger than me?” 

Ye Luo then looked at him and said with a smile. 

“Well, did you find out the result?” 

The new “Athena” looked at Ye Lu and looked up and down for a while and said. 

“Good, you are indeed a very special person, but how do I know if what you are going to say next is true 

or not.” 

Ye Luo said with an indifferent smile. 

“This matter is actually also very simple, because what I am going to say to you is also not just 

something as nebulous as a prophecy, besides the prophecy I have proof.” 

“I’ll start with the prophecy part.” 

“First of all, I know that your period started on the third of last month and ended on the eighth, a day 

early, and also, you watched a movie called ‘Cloud Atlas’ last night, which started at eight o’clock last 

night, right?” 

Hearing Ye Lu’s words, everyone looked at “Athena”, who blushed for a moment, but then nodded 

slowly and said. 

“Okay, to the point.” 

Ye Lu smiled and said. 

“The point is, of course I came here for a purpose, and that is, to allow me to enter your ‘Temple of War’ 

for one night to train, so that I can tell you what I have foreseen.” 

“As to whether my foreknowledge is accurate or not you have just seen it.” 



“Also, I would like to remind you that I am afraid that this matter is bigger than you think, and you had 

better take it seriously.” 

…… 

After Ye Lu finished speaking, Athena fell silent. 

Because what Ye Lu said just now was indeed quite unexpected, which made her not doubt what Ye Lu 

said, after all, there was no second person besides herself who knew about her private matters, even 

her best sisters did not have the means to know so clearly. 

At least, Ye Lu was definitely not a mortal. 

“Although the War Temple was very important to the Athena clan, it was opened once a month, so 

giving it to Ye Lu was just one less time, which was nothing. 

Of course, he was surprised that Ye Lu could calculate that today was the only day of the month when 

the “War God Temple” could be used. 

In fact, they didn’t know that it was just a coincidence that Ye Lu had been looking for a suitable reason 

to stay here since he came in, and he found that this “War God Hall” was the most suitable place to stay 

and have free time to move around. 

So, in the end, Athena nodded and said. 

“Okay, then you can stay here for the night, but you have to tell me carefully what is going on.” 

Leaffall then shook his head and said. 

“That won’t do, Lord Athena, I definitely won’t disbelieve your promise, after all, you are the descendant 

of your god, however, we gypsies also have our own rules, don’t worry, I have made predictions in 

advance about this matter, success or failure is not in this moment, so, after I enter the ‘War God’s Hall’, 

I I’ll tell you again, it’s just a day or so, it won’t take you guys any time.” 

After saying that, Ye Lu then smiled and said. 

“Anyway, the strong ones are you guys, if I dare to lie to you, you can get me killed, but if you dare to lie 

to me, you can still get me killed, right?” 

Hearing Ye Lu’s words, “Athena” suddenly smiled, then nodded and said. 

“Well, this is the first time I’ve come into contact with you gypsy women, not to mention, it’s quite 

interesting, so you can stay here and tell me everything tomorrow at noon, I don’t want to hope you let 

me down, otherwise I’ll make you desperate.” 

Ye Lu smiled and made an “Ok” gesture. 

After that, he wandered around leisurely, and Athena didn’t care too much about it. After all, Ye Lu was 

a woman, and although she couldn’t detect her cultivation, what could she do if she was strong? To be 

honest, the Athena Temple did not have any treasures either. 

So, Ye Lu walked smoothly to the back of the temple and got another “key to the immortal palace”. 



On this key was written the character “Cang” in the same font as the Immortal Palace key Ye Yan was 

wearing. 

“It looks like there should be nine characters on each key, most of them represent the nine heavens, 

that’s why Grandma said ‘nine stars in a row, nine heavens together’, but only two of them are in hand 

now, we are still far from finding them all.” 

Ye Luo was a little bit pleased and a little bit worried at the same time. 

“Hehehe! The treasure is in hand, so next, let me take care of your so-called ‘God One Clan’!” 

Ye Lu clutched the “Cang Tian” key in his hand and said with an impish smile. 
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Of course, now is not the right time, firstly, the experts from the Norse Gods have not yet arrived, such 

as the terrifying “Frost Giants”, and secondly, I have not yet obtained the benefit of entering the “War 

Temple” for training. 

According to the instructions, this “War Temple” is a very magical place, in which you can simulate war 

for cultivation, somewhat similar to playing an online game, it does not matter if you die, you can live 

again, there are countless lives, and the flow of time will change as you enter different stages, the most 

amazing thing is that after entering, the benefits you get in this similar game will be converted to 

yourself. 

This is magical, and it works even for the old monsters. Of course, such a good thing will of course have 

certain restrictions, that is, the number of people who can enter is limited, only once a month, and only 

twelve people can enter at a time. 

Therefore, this “War Temple” is not only the war temple of Athena, but also the “War Temple” of the 

whole “God Mountain”. Other gods and descendants of powerful gods other than the main gods also 

come here to practise, such as the Goddess of Dawn and the Moon Goddess Artemis, who is also one of 

the “Three Great Goddesses”. 

In short, this is a lively place. 

He found that in this daughterland full of foreign girls, there were indeed many benefits, just like in the 

Hundred Flowers Sect, as there were all women and the weather was excellent, so everyone was not 

too shy about it. 

This situation made Ye Lu, who had been wearing gypsy girl clothes, look a bit abrupt. 

Fortunately, this time Ye Lu did not have an indisputable nosebleed, probably because he had seen 

more similar scenes, so he had developed a resistance to them. 

As the saying goes, “If you’ve seen a lot of flowers, you’ve never seen a single leaf”, but the point is “a 

lot of flowers”, if he hadn’t seen a single flower, he would probably be thirsty. 

At noon, Athena herself delivered her to the entrance of the Temple of War. 



“There will be eleven other people entering here together, remember, if others don’t invite you, you’d 

better not disturb the others’ training, understand?” 

Of course, Ye Lu smiled and nodded. 

After that, “Athena” briefly talked about the use of the “War God Temple” and then let Ye Lu enter. 

Ye Lu was currently stuck at the level of “Nine Spiritual Liquids” and needed a chance to break through. 

Once he did, Ye Lu still had a lot of supporting things to do, so he was in a bit of a hurry to go in. 

After entering, Ye Lu found that this “War God Hall” was not a real ancient hall as he had thought, but a 

place full of high-tech feelings. 

There were light and strange instruments everywhere, and many virtual screen projections, in short, 

everything seemed to be full of the dreamy feeling of future technology. 

Following this, a voice full of electronic feeling prompted Ye Lu to sit on the central chair and put on his 

helmet. 

Ye Luo walked over and buckled on his helmet, and at the same time felt various rays of light begin to 

envelop his body, these rays of light shone on his body and then began to spread out as if they were 

turning into a potion soaking himself, Ye Luo could feel the strong power of the laws of heaven and 

earth, as well as heaven and earth energy and spiritual power, and even more advanced power that he 

didn’t know what it was. 

These things gave Ye Lu a glimpse of clarity, most of the benefits he got in the virtual scene would be 

turned into reality by these things, but this war game you simulated would definitely have a lot of 

restrictions. 

As expected, after entering the virtual “War Temple”, Ye Lu found that he was naked, and that all of his 

body parts were gone, including his “Sumeru Ring”, “One Leaf Bodhi” and various “magic treasures” 

were also gone. 

However, what surprised Ye Lu was that the glasses were still there. 

“This should mean that the glasses were of a more advanced level than this future technology ‘War God 

Temple’.” 

Ye Luo muttered secretly. 

Anyway, with the ‘glasses’, this made Ye Lu feel much more grounded. 

At the same time, he also saw the other eleven players, however, at the moment, he could only see 

each other’s names and could not communicate yet, so he did not know each other anyway, so he did 

not bother to care, time was limited, he still had to concentrate on getting the benefits this time. 

And all the other people also had the idea of Ye Lu’s appearance. 

“Huh! How come a temporary account’s come in.” 

“Or Athena herself gave the permission, awesome!” 



“Is another new person qualified to enter here? Something doesn’t seem right, is this newcomer’s 

cultivation level too low.” 

“How is it possible to let such a person in?” 

“‘Athena’ that nee-san is she crazy?” 

…… 

The crowd began to mutter in their hearts. 

This “War God’s Hall” showed the cultivation level according to Ye Lu’s secular level, that is, the level of 

“Ninth Level Sovereign”, this level was indeed not bad in the “secular world”, however, in this “divine 

Mountain” it was nothing at all, even no one who was “Ninth Turn of Golden Dan” could be ranked. 

Only those who had truly entered the “Golden Dan Avenue” would have the chance to come here once, 

and they might not even be able to stay here for 24 hours, so Ye Lu’s appearance was simply too 

sudden. 

The eleven super experts around him were all baffled by Ye Lu. 

He felt that he was undergoing various initializations, including the construction of various data such as 

his rank, and the system was also arranging “war training” according to his rank. 

As a result, the system felt that Ye Lu was not suitable for battlefield killing and told him to train in 

physical fitness and martial arts skills, etc. However, Ye Lu directly dismissed this unreliable suggestion 

and took the initiative to select “War Training” which corresponded to his “Foundation Establishment 

War Training”. 

After that, there were two choices: “Battlefield Killing Training” and “Battlefield Strategy Training”. 

Of course, Ye Lu did not hesitate to choose “battlefield killing training”, battlefield strategy to lead 

troops into battle was not something he could use at the moment. 

Then came the choice of weapons. 

Because Ye Lu had just tried it himself, he had lost many of his cards, such as flames, weapons and so 

on, so he thought about it and chose a long sword called “Blood Shadow”, which was similar to the 

“Blazing God Blade”. 

In fact, Ye Lu had never used any kind of weapon before, that is, he had used the “Sunset Arrow” as a 

dagger when using martial arts techniques, and had not used any weapon since then until he got the 

“Blazing God Blade”, but the strongest part of the “Blazing God Blade” was the flame rather than the 

blade technique. 

Therefore, Ye Lu was cautious this time, after all, his current self had become his most primitive self. 

“Come on!” 

Soon, Ye Lu entered the “war”, he became an ordinary soldier, and around him, everyone else was 

holding a “blood shadow”, which meant that he had no advantage in terms of weapons compared to the 

others. 



At the same time, Ye Lu also noticed that the people around him not only had the same attire and 

weapons as himself, but also had the same cultivation level, all of them were at the “ninth level of 

Foundation Establishment”. 

However, this level of cultivator was not in Ye Lu’s mind at all, even if he did not have any cards, he 

could deal with these people as if he was chopping and slicing. 

The only thing that was real was his own virtual body, which was the same as his real self, even the aura 

in his body was the same, which also made Ye Lu look at this future machine with a bit of respect. 

However, the eleven people around him who were watching him were not calm. 

It was because they found that Ye Lu had only taken a few minutes to pass the “War Training” for “Ninth 

Level Foundation Establishment”, and then it took about the same amount of time to pass the “War 

Training” for “First Turn Golden Dan”. 

“Huh! What kind of person is that? Such a bully!” 

“Yeah, the initial training is all corresponding to my cultivation level, right? Even if I just broke through, I 

can’t have passed it so quickly.” 

“Yeah, it must have been open!” 

“Can our ‘War Shrine’ be open too?” 

“But the hang is too big, isn’t it, this one has already started his ‘Third Turn of the Golden Elixir’ 

training.” 

…… 

All eleven of these people felt that their heads were a bit inadequate. 
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It was because, right under their noses, Ye Lu had already passed the ‘Standing Training’ of the ‘Third 

Turn of the Golden Elixir’ in ten minutes or so, it was unbelievably fast. 

“No way, from ‘Foundation Establishment 9th Level’ to ‘Golden Dan 3rd Turn’ so quickly, who the hell is 

this person?” 

“I contacted, the other party doesn’t answer!” 

“It’s probably the first time I’ve played this game, so, I’m not familiar with the function of sending 

messages yet.” 

“Maybe so, but how come that girl ‘Athena’ didn’t even write his basic information?” 

“Could it be an old flame of hers?” 

“Old flame my ass, it looks like it could be her illegitimate son.” 

“Gross bastard, isn’t Athena still a virgin?” 

“Did you check?” 



“No!” 

“That’s the end of it.” 

…… 

While they were talking, Ye Lu was still brushing up on the maps so fast, the reason he brushed up so 

fast without even looking at anything else was because these maps were too little help to his cultivation. 

He wanted to brush through these useless maps as fast as possible so that he could improve as soon as 

possible, knowing that his time here was limited. 

Thus, Ye Lu ignored all the messy factors and started to concentrate on painting the map, but as the 

map continued to get stronger, his pressure also started to increase. 

He was already stuck at the bottleneck of “Ninth Level Foundation Establishment”, and this slight 

pressure allowed Ye Lu to break through quickly. 

This was the legendary “pseudo-dan”. Finally, the quantitative change triggered a qualitative change, 

and Ye Lu felt that his level had improved by leaps and bounds. 

“I guess this time I should be able to refine a pill for promotion to the ‘Golden Dan Avenue’, and the 

‘attribute’ magic treasure should also be able to be customized, I’m going to be rich.” 

Ye Luo laughed out loud, he had previously thought of going to the “Underworld App” to brush up on his 

points, and directly explode the “Underworld App”, however, he had not had that much time before, in 

addition there was nothing that could brush up on his points, after all, the demand for “Spatial magic 

weapons” was too large, the “Hundred Flower Sect” did not have enough people to use them, it was 

impossible to sell them in large quantities. 

“This time, the ‘Blazing God Blade’ should be able to play a bigger role.” 

Ye Lu looked at his hands and said with a smile. 

Strictly speaking, only when one reached the ‘Ninth Turn of the Golden Dan’ realm could one use a 

‘magic treasure’ and not to its maximum effect, but Ye Lu could use it earlier because the level of aura 

he possessed was too high, but it was difficult for Ye Lu to use 100 percent of the power of the ‘magic 

treasure’ before. 

This time, he had officially become a “Ninth Turn of the Golden Elixir” expert, so of course, this 

limitation no longer existed. 

After the breakthrough, Ye Lu reopened his frantic map brushing mode and brushed up to the “War God 

Training” of “Golden Dan 8th Turn” in one go. 

Now the eleven people who had come together were completely mad, because this was so out of line 

with common sense. 

“Who the hell is he?” 

“Yeah, how could she have gone from ‘Foundation Establishment Nine’ to ‘Golden Dan Eight’ straight 

away, is this still human? It can’t be a computer.” 



“Hackers, plug-ins, this is too evil anyway.” 

“Go on, keep contacting him, see who he really is?” 

“I’m afraid this is going to set a new record, I wonder if we’ll get any special rewards.” 

“I’m sure we’ll get it, I guess we’ll get something good this time.” 

…… 

Ye Luo did not know that in a corner in front of him, a small icon just kept flashing non-stop from the 

beginning, and the other eleven people were already curious and did not really want to cultivate here 

anymore. 

Because this kind of thing is completely unthinkable. 

It was impossible to hide one’s cultivation in front of the War God, nor was it possible to use ‘magic 

treasures’, that is, this person had raised his combat power by a large level without relying on any 

‘magic treasures’, how powerful a ‘spell’ or ‘bloodline’ would it take to do that? 

They were well aware of the limitations of the “War Temple”, which stripped away almost all of one’s 

external strengths, leaving only one’s own body and the use of the laws of heaven and earth to be used. 

However, no matter how unbelievable everyone thought it was, Ye Lu had already walked into the 

“Golden Dan Nine Revolutions” war training ground amidst their amazement, and after passing this 

level, he would be able to truly fight those “Golden Dan Avenue” powerhouses. 

Seeing that all the people around him were all Jindan Ninth Turn experts, Ye Luo also felt a little 

pressure, now if he wanted to defeat these people, or to quickly walk across the map, he had to have 

overwhelming combat power, but now everything he could use, including “spiritual fire” was restricted, 

the only thing Ye Luo could have overwhelming was “magic”. 

So, he quickly raised his hands and began to operate the laws of heaven and earth. 

“For example, this time Ye Lu’s mission was to follow his own team to take down the “Condor Castle”. 

For example, this time Ye Lu’s mission is to follow his team to take down the “Condor Castle”. As he is a 

junior soldier, he will not become a general no matter how he behaves, and no one will listen to him. 

To put it mildly, this was more like a survival training. 

The methods Ye Luo had used before were all single-rider breakthroughs, this time the people around 

him were strong, so I guess it would be difficult to breakthrough single-rider, however, Ye Luo had no 

intention of changing his plan, he raised his hands and there was thunder power lighting up from his 

hands. 

“Crackle!” 

“Crackle!” 

“Snap!” 

…… 



Sparks of all kinds began to burst in the air, as if they were some kind of fireworks set off at a festival, 

and then Ye Luo rushed towards the castle amidst the lightning. 

Now Ye Luo had the bloodline of “Eve”, so he was not good at other things, but he was quite good at 

self-healing. 

Moreover, the “Eve bloodline” also had a special divine ability to repair all kinds of wounds at once, 

which gave Ye Luo’s confidence a boost. 

“Come on! Five Thunder Blast!” 

Ye Luo instantly unleashed a powerful thunder spell, the “Thunder Attribute” was the main attack, and it 

was also a wide range attack, which was most suitable for group battles, but of course, the consumption 

was also extremely high, especially for this “Heavenly Grade” “spell”. 

Therefore, immediately after Ye Lu delivered this terrifying strike, he used another “spell” that was also 

of “Heavenly” rank. 

That was a “gold” spell called “Sharp Blade”. 

There was nothing special about this “spell”, it only had one function, and that was to increase the 

sharpness of the weapon, as “Gold” was also an attribute of the main attack. 

Then, Ye Luo launched a “Heavenly Grade” body technique, “Thousand Illusions Body”. 

Ye Luo had already seen that these opponents, mainly because of their huge numbers, were not too 

strong in combat, just at an ordinary level, and most of them did not have any subtle “spells”, while 

some occasionally had strong spells and some had powerful “magic treasures”. 

These “magic treasures” could also be taken down and used, however, they were only limited to the 

current scenario and could not be used at the next level. 

In this way, it took Ye Luo almost an hour to pass the “War Training” of the “Nine Revolutions of the 

Golden Elixir”. 

“It’s really getting slower and slower back there!” 

Ye Luo muttered secretly, but the eleven super experts who had come here together were once again 

stunned by Ye Luo. 

One should know that most people who came here came when they were stuck at a bottleneck and just 

about to break through, and even then, there were quite a few who couldn’t complete their 

breakthrough within twenty-four hours, but Ye Luo had broken through ten levels in just over an hour. 

“This one is definitely not human, a few of you stay here and keep watch, I’ll leave to go to the ‘Athena 

Temple’ and take a look, I’d like to see what’s happening there.” 

One expert couldn’t help but say to the other ten. 

Everyone unanimously supported him, and at this moment, Ye Lu finally walked into the “war training” 

scene of the “Nine-Bodied Golden Dan”, this time not to attack the city but as the “vanguard” of a team, 

to charge into battle. 
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The expert who left was an expert from the “War God Ares Temple” and was stuck at the threshold of 

entering the “YuanYing Realm”. 

“This is definitely a bizarre event.” 

However, when he went to report to the Ares of this term, he found out that Ares was not in the secret 

realm today, but had gone to some secret realm. 

He had no choice but to contact the person in charge of Athena. 

“Hello! I am ‘Tormas’, I have just entered the ‘War God Temple’, I am from the ‘God of War Ares 

Temple’, I have something important to report to ‘Athena’. Lord Athena’.” 

Soon, Tormas was brought before ‘Athena’. 

“Lord Athena, I would like to ask you, who is the man who has just entered the ‘Temple of War’?” 

“Athena looked at Tormas with some confusion and said. 

“I don’t know who she is, she’s a gypsy woman, I just met her, so I don’t know who she is or what her 

name is, what’s the problem?” 

As a result, Tormas looked at “Athena” and said. 

“How can I put it, that person is so surprising, just now, he has already gone straight from ‘Foundation 

Establishment Nine’ to ‘Golden Dan Nine’ and has now started to open the ‘Golden Dan Realm ‘ The first 

trick of the ‘top trick’ is now.” 

As the saying goes, “The Dan becomes the Great Dao, and the Dao gives birth to nine orifices”, the “nine 

orifices” actually represent a person’s understanding of the “Great Dao”, and each point of 

understanding will open a “orifice”, which is actually more of a kind of enlightenment, hence the word 

“enlightenment”. 

Athena was surprised to hear Tormas’ words, and muttered to herself as she touched the Medusa Shield 

in her hand. 

“No wonder I can’t see her cultivation level? She can hide her cultivation level in front of me, but no one 

can hide their cultivation level in front of the ‘War God Temple’, so her true cultivation level is 

‘Foundation Establishment 9th level’. has a particularly powerful ‘spell’ or a very powerful bloodline.” 

However, the next problem was that this person was a “gypsy”, and Athena had never heard of a 

“gypsy” having any powerful bloodline, nor had she heard of any gods among the “gypsies”. 

“Tell me exactly what happened?” 

“Athena looked at the man and asked. 



The man then described what he had seen in there, and Athena was deep in thought. The Temple of 

War had indeed produced rewards, and once someone had succeeded in a challenge across three small 

levels and received a magic ring with the power of a curse. 

However, this was only done once, as no one has ever succeeded in crossing three minor levels since. 

So, no one knows if it was a coincidence. 

So, he thought about it and said. 

“Well, then I know, Tormas, go back to your training first, and I will deliberate on what should be done 

in this matter.” 

While Tormas was communicating with Athena, the people inside the War Temple finally contacted Ye 

Lu, because when Ye Lu started to enter the “Top Trunk Realm” of the “Nine-Trunk Golden Dan”, the 

battle was a little slower because, after all, he had just broken through and still needed to adapt to this 

“Pseudo Dan” realm. 

“Ooh! There are actually so many private messages!” 

Ye Lu was a little surprised as he looked at the various messages sent by the other eleven people. 

Then, he originally wanted to say something to everyone, but, as a result, he found that almost 

everyone was asking him how he had managed to complete so many levels in a row. 

To be honest, it was really hard to explain this matter, so he didn’t explain this matter either, in Ye Lu’s 

opinion, it wasn’t like he was familiar with these guys, so what was the point of explaining. 

So, he chose to ignore most of the people’s messages. 

Following that, he then saw that on the other side, there was something like an email that was flashing 

non-stop, after opening it Ye Lu found that it was a series of emails, each one was the same thing that 

he had gotten, starting from crossing the third small realm to now. 

Previously, before Ye Luo broke through, he had fought from “Foundation Establishment 9th Level” to 

“Golden Dan 6th Turn”, so he got a total of three pieces. After that, due to the breakthrough in 

cultivation, he did not get the reward at “Golden Dan 7th Turn”, and then, starting from “Golden Dan 

8th Turn”, he got two more pieces, and now he had got five pieces of equipment. 

These five pieces of equipment became more and more powerful as they went on, and when he reached 

the fifth piece, Ye Lu got a defensive “magic treasure” for women to wear, named “Athena’s Holy Cloth”, 

which had almost reached the top “Lower Saint Grade” level, which, to be honest, made Ye Lu 

somewhat flattered. 

If he succeeded, he felt that he might be able to obtain an even stronger treasure. 

The eleven people who were following Ye Lu were a bit depressed, because they found that their 

messages had become read, but Ye Lu had not said a word to them. 

It was as if Ye Luo had already ignored them. 



This made these few guys quite depressed, and one of them thought about it and sent over the message 

again, saying. 

“That temporary kid, I have some simple experience in raiding this place, do you want to listen to it, it 

will definitely make your raid twice as successful.” 

Hearing the words of this guy from the “Temple of Zeus”, Ye Lu thought about it and replied. 

“Sure, tell me what the strategy is, and I’ll return the favor.” 

As a result, the other party sent a smiley face, and then said. 

“I don’t need you to reciprocate, your cultivation level is too low, you can’t reciprocate anything, just 

satisfy my curiosity and tell me a bit about how you managed to cross so many levels.” 

Ye Lu had known that the other party would ask such a question, so he also sent a smiley face and said. 

“I don’t have anything to explain to you about this matter because I’m not really sure why, but I think 

that I should be able to help you because, in some ways, we Gypsies are very special.” 

Having said that, Ye Lu continued to ask this man what shortcuts he could take to get through. 

As a result, this guy from the “Temple of Zeus” said. 

“This is actually very simple, because, this system is not a real war, but a simulated war, the purpose is 

to refine the participants, so he did not design the mission to be really difficult at the beginning, the 

approximate difficulty is just to complete a small realm crossing.” 

“So, those really powerful things instead will not clash with you head on, sometimes, you can use this to 

go the other way, give up the weakest formation to directly charge the strongest formation, this will 

instead disrupt the other side’s formation, maybe it will have a strange effect.” 

Ye Lu thought about it and felt that what you guy said had some truth to it, so he started to try it out 

with the method this guy said. 

In fact, with Ye Lu’s current level, it was not very difficult to pass the “Top Trick Realm”, because there 

was one advantage in this simulation system, and that was that the “spells” were very smooth to use, 

the reason was that the space here was not simulating a place like Earth where the Yuan Power was 

thin, but a place where the Yuan Power in the air was very dense. 

Sure enough, under the guidance of this person, it took Ye Lu less than two hours for him to overcome 

the “Top Trick Realm” level, of course, using various weird methods that several other people had 

taught him, and at the same time, Ye Lu also learned that the system also provided mutual viewing, 

similar to a screen peeping operation. 

“Haha, over the top, let’s see what goodies have come this time.” 

Ye Luo closed all the various peep screens on the pretext of repairing, and then opened that email. 

“Wow shit! I really got an unbelievable thing this time! Rich, rich!” 

Seeing what appeared this time, Ye Luo laughed out loud. 
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The shield is called the “Shield of Aegis”, which is said to have been made by Hephaetus, the Greek god 

of fire, for Zeus and Athena. 

The shield is said to be superbly defensive, but of course it is still slightly different from the other shield, 

the Shield of Zeus, which is a “medium grade” “magic treasure”. 

According to the instructions, the five motifs on the Shield of Athena could be activated for use, 

especially the “Head of Medusa” in the middle, which would have the ability to petrify people once 

activated. 

Of course, what Ye Lu is seeing now is not a real thing, but a simulated image of the “War God’s 

Temple”, including his real self, who is still sitting on that chair. 

After completing the “Top Trick Realm”, Ye Luo began to reach the second level of the “Golden Dao”, 

that is, the “Intent Trick Realm”, and after entering it, Ye Luo found that all his tricks were no longer 

effective this time. 

Because not opening a single one of the “nine orifices” was a small leap, in the face of such a realm gap, 

small tricks seemed a bit pale and powerless. 

“It looks like the next step is to cultivate obediently.” 

In fact, the original purpose of the “War God Temple” was to let people cultivate through it, not a real 

game of breaking and entering, but of course, now that there was a little time to spare, Ye Lu looked at 

the situation of the other people. 

It was too easy for Ye Lu to give them some help with the “glasses”, such as transforming them into 

some spells, although what Ye Lu was doing seemed unheard of to these guys, but to Ye Lu it was just a 

matter of handy. 

Soon, several people’s attitude towards Ye Lu changed, from initial curiosity, to surprise, and finally to 

respect, and among those being instructed were three “YuanYing old monsters”, which made the others 

feel that Ye Lu was simply amazing. 

“This guy may not be human.” 

“He’s like a gypsy god!” 

“That’s right, it’s too powerful, I’ve met a high achiever today.” 

…… 

In this way, Ye Luo while constantly cultivating, while giving guidance to these guys, of course, the other 

he at the same time did not idle, is in the hotel of that own doppelganger puppet. 

The reason why the “magic puppet”, a “magic treasure” without any attack power, was of such a high 

level was because of its two abilities, one was of course the transformation, and the other was the 

equivalent of a doppelganger’s ability. 



Even if Ye Lu was in the secret realm, this person and puppet could still turn into one person through 

their interconnected vision and accomplish various things. 

Moreover, as if in two minds, the actions of both parties were not affected at all. 

In the hotel, the “magic puppet”, Yelu, is also doing well. Not only is the “wine” very popular, but he is 

also trusted by everyone because of his performance, and of course, after a day, the powerful attacker, 

the “frost giant”, is secretly brought to the vicinity of “Olympus”. 

In Norse mythology there are four other beings besides men: giants, gods, elves and gnomes, and many 

people may think from the surface of the text that the “gods” are the strongest, but in reality this is not 

the case. 

In Norse legend, the “giants” gave birth to the gods, while the elves and gnomes were the servants of 

the gods. 

The most distinctive feature of these frost giants is that many of them have multiple heads, are large 

and brutal in nature, but have a slightly dumber head. 

Ye Luo, the “magic doll”, told everyone to fix up and follow his orders. 

In this way, on the morning of the next day, Ye Lu finally passed another test, the “war training” of the 

“Yi Qiao Realm”. 

However, unfortunately, he did not receive a reward, as he had already broken through to the “Golden 

Dan Second Turn” realm when he cracked this level. 

The feeling of sudden progress made Ye Luo not want to leave this place, after all, this place was simply 

too helpful to him, if he were to close down and cultivate, he would not be able to break through one 

turn a day. 

However, this place was only opened once a month, and Ye Lu did not think he would have such an 

opportunity again, so at noon the next day, he left this “War God’s Hall” that he could not leave behind. 

As expected, Athena and the remaining eleven experts from different Gods were waiting for him 

outside, but what made Ye Lu happy was that the rewards were given out in private, so no one knew 

that Ye Lu had already obtained six treasures in the War God’s Hall. 

“You are the gypsy girl, Yil Fan, I didn’t expect you to be so beautiful!” 

A few experts who had never seen Ye Lu looked at Ye Lu and said in surprise. 

Of course, when Ye Lu entered the “War God’s Hall”, what Ye Lu showed was actually his original 

appearance as a man, but Ye Lu was good at “disguise” so he changed his appearance when completing 

the mission, so in fact, the few people who saw his appearance only saw him disguised as a gypsy girl. 

Even if what they said was correct, Ye Lu was only a practitioner who had just crossed the “Golden Dan 

Avenue” at the “Yi Jiao Realm”. 

Even if such a cultivator had some magical powers, he would not have made these people so respectful. 



However, this was not what Athena was concerned about at the moment, she was more concerned 

about something else, so she looked at Ye Lu and asked. 

“Tell me, what exactly did you get in the ‘Temple of War’?” 

Hearing Athena’s words, Ye Lu’s heart thumped, because he did not want to give away all the treasures 

he had obtained, especially the “Athena’s Holy Cloth” and the “Athena’s Shield”, which he was going to 

leave to those women, Liu Mei and Qin Siyu each needed these two items very much. 

Of course, Ye Lu had his own “Heavenly Vine” that kept growing, so he didn’t need these things. 

So, Ye Luo said tentatively. 

“I did get one thing, but shouldn’t the thing I got belong to me?” 

As a result, “Athena” looked at Ye Lu and said with a smile. 

“Haven’t you got enough benefits from the ‘War God Temple’? You can’t be insatiable!” 

After “Athena” finished speaking, Ye Lu said with a pained expression. 

“Isn’t that a bit too much?” 

However, as he spoke, Ye Lu took out a long-handled weapon, a staff-like object with two half-moon 

shaped rings at the top of the staff. 

“Athena’s scepter!” 

“It’s Athena’s sceptre, it’s so powerful!” 

“No wonder this guy didn’t want to give it, so it’s such a powerful thing!” 

“I’m so jealous!” 

…… 

The scepter is the most powerful thing in the world. 

The scepter was in his hand and Athena smiled. Of course, Ye Lu swore that there would be nothing 

more, then he told Athena to tell her the news and left. 

“Of course you have to tell us the news, but your people can’t leave, come on, tell us what you know.” 

“Athena” said with a smile as she looked at Ye Lu. 

Ye Lu laughed bitterly and helplessly, but of course, in reality, all this was pretence, he originally wanted 

to stay, because there were still very important things waiting for him to do. 

Then he took out his mobile phone with a sad face and opened it, saying. 

“I’ll start with the facts, let’s talk about the prophecy later, the truth is that the ‘Norse Gods’ want to 

deal with you.” 



After saying that, Ye Lu handed some photos he had taken to “Athena”, who was also a powerful 

European practitioner, the “Greek gods” certainly knew the “Nordic gods” very well, “Athena” 

immediately distinguished “Brannoy” and others, and then nodded. 

Ye Lu continued. 

“Next, I will talk about the part of prophecy.” 
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Ye Lu looked at Athena and said. 

“The prophecy says that these people will assemble in an unnamed valley about fifteen kilometres from 

here, and that they will attack this evening, at midnight, and that someone will break through the corner 

of your formation and draw the water from the most famous poisonous river in the Nordic ‘Land of 

Mist’, Niflheim, into your secret realm. The water from the most famous river in the Nordic ‘Land of 

Mist’, Niflheim, will be drawn into this secret realm of yours.” 

Hearing Ye Luo mention the poisonous river in Niflheim, the “Athena” also frowned, indeed in the 

“Nordic Mythology”, that poisonous river was a very difficult place to deal with. 

Because that river and the “Fountain of Helvargemil” that Ye Lu had mentioned before were on a par 

with each other, the “Fountain of Life” and the “River of Death”, both of which were extremely 

terrifying. 

Of course, the area of the secret realm of Mount Olympus was so large that it would be difficult to rely 

on the River of Death to finish off Mount Olympus in the short term, but the poisonous water could 

indeed control those with lower cultivation levels or render the army of demonic beasts of Mount 

Olympus useless in a very short period of time. 

The water of the poisonous river, if combined with the Frost Giants, the king of terrifying single combat 

power, the two together would indeed be enough for the gods of Olympus. 

However, what Athena didn’t understand was why the other side had to do this. 

Ye Lu did not hide this, but said directly. 

“They are doing this because of something called the ‘Immortal Palace Key’, which is actually related to 

eternal life.” 

Hearing Ye Lu mention the “Immortal Palace Key”, “Athena” nodded as if she had a sudden 

understanding and said. 

“Oh! That’s right, no wonder there is such an action, it seems that the rumor is true.” 

Of course, Ye Lu didn’t know what she meant by “true”, but he didn’t ask, because it seemed that his 

foolishness was quite successful. 

So, she continued. 



“There’s still a lot of time before they get angry, so you guys can go and do something about it 

yourselves, I don’t care what kind of action you want to take, just remember to let me out afterwards, I 

don’t like to be tied down.” 

With those words Ye Luo stretched his back. 

Gypsies are most spontaneous and unrestrained, it’s in their bones, so everyone didn’t feel any surprise 

at Ye Lu’s words. 

So, after hearing Ye’s words, Athena quickly left the Temple of Athena and teleported to the Temple of 

Zeus, which was the highest point on Mount Olympus. 

From here, looking down at the cloudy mountain below, there is a real feeling of being at the top of the 

highest level and being above the world. 

On the highest level of the temple sat a tall figure with a bearded face, holding a long thunder staff with 

thunder flashes on it, and it was Zeus, the strongest god in this generation of bloodline. 

“Lord Zeus, I have a strange situation to report to you.” 

As she spoke, “Athena” briefly told him what had just happened. 

“Zeus frowned, then nodded again and said. 

“I have carefully investigated the matter of the ‘Key to the Immortal Palace’ and the news is true. I’m 

afraid it’s really coming, and all of us need to be aware of it before we do.” 

“I will ask the heirs of ‘Hermes’ to look into this matter, and if it is true, we will show the people of 

‘Northern Europe’ what we are capable of.” 

“However, it is really depressing to have the ‘Immortal Palace Key’ with us and we ourselves do not 

know about it.” 

After saying this, Zeus arranged for Hermes’ men to go outside and investigate. 

“Hermes was one of the twelve gods, and he was also the god of thieves, who was the best at scouting. 

This was the home turf of the Greek gods, so it didn’t take long for Hermes to find out and bring back 

definite information. 

“We did find the Norse in the place that Athena mentioned, and there were spatial fluctuations there, so 

there must be something hidden, but we didn’t dare to go near it to avoid alerting the snake. ” 

“Zeus nodded and said. 

“On the one hand, we have to fortify the guard formation, and on the other hand, we have to gather 

good men, we have to make these people from ‘Northern Europe’ come back without a return! 

“After dark, we’ll start moving.” 

While Zeus and the others were planning, Ye Lu wandered around Mount Olympus, his aim was to take 

a closer look at the entire mountain, but of course the most important place was the “weapon pattern” 

near the entrance and exit. 



Sure enough, Ye Lu saw that there was a control room at the entrance and exit of the mountain, 

because most of the formations, unless they were the “bloodline” formations of a certain race, had to 

be controlled by human beings, otherwise it would be difficult for the “formations” to determine who 

could enter and who would be kept out. 

What Ye Lu wanted to do now was to quietly seize the control, which could not strictly be called seizure, 

but rather sharing the control. 

So, he began to analyse and observe, and when he had everything figured out, he found a sister in the 

Athena Temple who was similar to himself in terms of cultivation and looks, and then subdued her and 

turned her into himself, while he turned into her, pretending to rest as an excuse to swap the pillars. 

He then quietly went to the bottom of the mountain and started to find a way to share the control of 

the formation. Of course, he had to use the “mirage” created by the “mirage” to confuse the guy who 

was in charge of guarding this place, and the guy’s cultivation level was not low at all, he was an expert 

who had opened “five” out of “nine”, but the power of the “mirage” lies in its accumulative nature. 

This was the home of the gods of Olympus, so all kinds of information was soon gathered. 

This convinced the “Greek gods” of this. 

So, after darkness fell, the Greek Gods flew away from the mountain one by one and began to rush 

towards the valley where the Norse Gods had gathered, in order to wipe out the Norse Gods. 

The woman under Ye Lu’s control was still sitting in her room with her knees crossed as if she was in a 

state of meditation. 

The real Ye Luo was staying in a corner at the bottom of the mountain, waiting for the experts of the 

Greek Gods to fly away from here. 

Once the last of them had flown away, Ye Lu asked another “magic doll”, Ye Lu, to quickly send a 

message to the “Norse gods”, asking everyone to quickly enter the secret realm of “Mount Olympus”. 

Such a large number of people certainly attracted the attention of the man in charge of the gate. 

However, he found that he had temporarily lost control of the Great Formation, although only a small 

part of it, but it was enough to let the other side’s people enter, and the one who entered was a 

YuanYing expert with the bloodline of the Norse God Odin. 

He was holding the most powerful weapon possessed by the Norse gods, the “Gunnar”, which is called 

the “Eternal Gun”, meaning “penetration”, and just after entering the secret realm, the terrifying 

“Gunnar” completely penetrated the temple where the control room was located. 

The gun, said to be made from the Nordic world tree, was indestructible and destroyed the control 

room in an instant. 

“Gypsy Girl Irvine, let the people in!” 

As he spoke, the man in the golden helmet shouted, and two ravens, symbols of “thought” and 

“memory”, flew up quickly, while two huge, terrifying wolves appeared at his feet. 



This shout of course alerted everyone. 

Those who were left behind in the main shrines flew out, and some immediately saw Ye Lu standing 

beside the “Odin” bloodline expert. 

“It’s that gypsy woman, she tricked us!” 

Someone shouted in surprise. 

Ye Luo turned to look at them and said with a smile. 

“You were right, it was you who I cheated!” 
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After saying that, Ye Lu began to control the exit quickly, manipulating the formation was easy for Ye Lu, 

so soon, the team outside was transported in. 

This time, Ye Luo also saw the appearance of the “Norse gods”, especially the god of love “Frigga” blond 

hair and blue eyes wearing a white robe with a golden belt, looking beautiful mess, and the descendants 

of “Thor, the god of thunder”, each with a sturdy body and a red beard, especially the “hammer of the 

god of thunder” with a roaring thunder in his hand, looking extremely horrifying. 

However, the most frightening of all were the “frost giants” who were already tall and then suddenly 

became taller. These guys were covered in white armour and carried a cold aura, and were really frosty 

wherever they went. 

In fact, these “frost giants” are not strictly human, they are more like humanoid demon beasts, not only 

in their low intelligence, but also in their ability to use the frost laws by nature. 

Even humans with a “bloodline” have to go through a process of “bloodline awakening”, but these guys 

were born with such a terrifying ability. 

However, it was definitely not the time to study this at the moment. 

Ye Lu took the antidote to the “poison river” and then brought everyone in. 

After these guys came in and saw all the strong people and demonic beasts flying up from Mount 

Olympus, they began to splash out all the toxins extracted from the “Poison River”. 

There were two ways of pouring it out, one was like spraying pesticides from the air, and the other was 

to put it in the water and spread it along the various rivers on the mountain, this poisonous water had 

obviously been specially prepared, as it evaporated extremely fast, and soon “Mount Olympus” became 

more like a divine mountain, as there was white poison everywhere. 

At the same time, Ye Lu saw the appearance of countless elves with pointed ears, each of which led a 

number of “fairies” and “goblins”, which in fact resembled elves, but elves had no wings, whereas 

“fairies” and “goblins” had butterfly or dragonfly wings. 

The role of these elves was to release poisonous water by surprise, because Ye Lu had already 

understood through the profile of the leader of these guys that the other “Immortal House Key” was 



somewhere in the “Temple of Zeus”, so their target was the “Temple of Zeus”, which was the highest 

and most sacred place in “Mount Olympus”. 

“No wonder they’ve been planning for so long.” 

Seeing this scene, Ye Luo understood why these “Nordic Gods” were so cautious, because at first Ye Luo 

was a bit surprised that they didn’t choose the same way as himself to steal from them. 

Although it would have been extremely difficult, it would have been better than such a massive 

operation! 

But if the item was in the Temple of Zeus and in an important place, there was no chance of stealing it. 

“Frost Giants, let’s go!” 

With a command from the Odin-blooded master, the tall “frost giants” began to move, each of them 

with huge wings of ice crystals on their backs, and they flew straight towards the highest level of the 

“Temple of Zeus”. 

“The Greek gods saw this and countless experts and demonic beasts flew up from everywhere, trying to 

stop the onslaught of the Frost Giants. 

“Frost Blast! Rise!” 

At this moment, the Odin-blooded master unleashed a terrifying ice dragon, and standing on top of it, 

he wielded the Eternal Spear and followed the Frost Giants towards the highest temple of Zeus. 

With this guy’s order, all the “frost giants” wielded various weapons in their hands, and the fierce frost 

blasted towards the “Temple of Zeus”, and Ye Lu saw that the masters of the 12 main pantheons of 

“Mount Olympus” also quickly took up their positions and began to guard. 

“The Norse gods knew very well that this battle had to be a quick one, otherwise the main forces of 

Mount Olympus outside would be in trouble if they returned. 

Moreover, judging from the speed of the operation, this matter should be revealed immediately. 

Therefore, the importance of Ye Luo at this moment is highlighted, because if the formation outside can 

hold off these “Norse gods”, it can hold off the “Greek gods” for a while. 

It was for this reason that a tall Norse god stood next to Ye Lu. 

“Girl, your name is Irma, isn’t it?” 

He looked at Ye Lu and asked with narrowed eyes. 

Ye Lu smiled and nodded. 

The guy then said again. 

“I’m curious, at such a young age, how are you so powerful that you can be so proficient in the 

‘formation’ aspect, you’re practically a formation master!” 

For his part, Ye Lu smiled and said. 



“First of all you got one thing wrong, my age is much older than you think, and it’s something you can’t 

imagine, because I got an elixir called ‘Face Fixing Pill’ in the mysterious East, which can fix my 

appearance at a certain age, that’s why I always look like this. ” 

Hearing that Ye Lu had actually possessed something like a ‘face fixing pill’, this guy was also taken 

aback, and then he looked at Ye Lu and said. 

“Do you still have that kind of ‘face fixing pills’?” 

Ye Luo smiled and said. 

“Of course not, moreover, this kind of pill takes a long time to take effect, I just got a random messy pill 

and gave it to you, you wouldn’t know, would you?” 

This guy smiled when he heard Ye Lu finish speaking and said. 

“You’re right too, and also, what I’m curious about is, what exactly is the relationship between you and 

that ‘Sheik Sincere Yayi’ old man, both of them are so powerful?” 

Leaffall said with a smile. 

“About how powerful this matter is a secret between the two of us, we gypsies run all over the world, 

the relationship between me and Sheik Seiye is that of a partner, this is not something that needs to be 

hidden from you.” 

Following that, Ye Luo then looked this guy in the eyes and said. 

“What? Are you guys not too trusting of the old man?” 

This guy hurriedly waved his hand and said. 

“How could it be, of course we trust you guys.” 

For his part, Ye Lu smiled and said. 

“Of course I know that, this old man has never been wrong about anyone.” 

After saying that, Ye Lu left the control room and headed outside the secret realm. 

“Huh! What are you going to do?” 

Ye Luo then said indifferently. 

“Going outside to change the pattern of the formation, otherwise do you think you can really keep your 

enemies locked up with their cages?” 

After saying that, Ye Luo had already walked out of the secret realm, while outside the secret realm, the 

“Greek gods” had already flown back in anger, but it was indeed quite difficult to enter the formation, 

and Ye Luo did not care about them, and began to draw a new “formation” in the “formation”. 

“Looks like we’ve been fooled.” 

“Athena said with some regret as she looked at Ye Luo, who was busy. 



Ye Luo said indifferently while drawing the “formation”. 

“Don’t jump to conclusions so early, we ‘gypsies’ are always profit-oriented, maybe we have a chance to 

cooperate too, things in the world are indefinable.” 

While Ye Lu was making the formation outside, the battle inside the secret realm had already reached a 

feverish stage, with the army of the Frost Giants, the team of the Twelve Nordic Gods and the team of 

the Twelve Gods of Olympus already in full battle. 

Of course, the Norse gods were not aiming to destroy Olympus, so the leader with the Gargantua 

signalled a summoner to start a “blood summoning”, and a huge, terrifying cow appeared, the Norse 

“creator god” called Odemra, who had raised the giants. 

“As soon as Odemra appeared, he charged towards the Temple of Zeus and, as expected, a gap was 

opened around it. 

The man with the Gargantua entered the Temple of Zeus as fast as he could. 

Then, the Temple of Zeus collapsed with a crash! 
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Of course, not the whole temple had collapsed, just part of it, and then the Odin-blooded master 

shouted. 

“Let’s go!” 

Hearing his words, the crowd rushed towards the entrance. 

Ye Lu stood in a corner outside the secret realm and watched the “Nordic Gods” appear one by one 

from the secret realm, looking at their expressions, it was obvious that they had already won. 

The Greek gods, on the other hand, looked at the scene with some depression. 

It was obvious to them that the stuff had been taken away, and that the “poisonous water” would no 

doubt haunt them for a long time to come. 

“Oswald, don’t you fear the wrath of our gods?” 

“Zeus said coldly, looking at the big man with the Gargantua. 

The big man laughed and said. 

“Well, we, the Norse Gods, welcome you at any time, but unfortunately, I feel that you have no way of 

finding us.” 

Indeed, the Nordic Gods were different from the Greek Gods. The Nordic Gods were not only low-

profile, but also mysterious, just like Kunlun, everyone knew where they were, but no one could find 

them. 



Anyway, the actual situation was the same as this guy said: the “Greek gods” really didn’t know where 

the other side’s secret realm was located. 

After that, Oswald put the Gungnir away, took out the phone and dialed a number and said. 

“Okay, we’ve got it on this side, you guys just kill that ‘Sheik Sincere Yai’, that guy’s ability is too 

terrifying, keeping it will be a scourge sooner or later.” 

Hearing these words, Ye Lu frowned. 

These people of the Nordic Gods were too desperate, they were so obvious in tearing down the bridge, 

they had no regard for themselves. 

I guess the reason why I was able to blend in with these people so smoothly was also related to this. 

In the eyes of these “Nordic Gods”, I’m afraid that when they first entered their stronghold, they had 

already treated him as a dead man. 

“It’s dark!” 

Ye Luo lamented in his heart, while on the other side of the room where the “magic puppet” Ye Luo was 

in, two people had already walked in, one was the Swimlin who had brought Ye Luo here earlier, and the 

other was the beautiful blonde woman, Sinoli. 

As far as they were concerned, these two men were enough to finish off the old man, the “Sheik Sincere 

Yai”. 

The reason was that Snorri was a powerful person who had crossed the Golden Dao, while Sheikh Yayi 

seemed to them to be just a person with a special bloodline who was not bad. 

“LOL! Mr. Sheikh Ziyai, aren’t you a very good diviner? What is the purpose of our visit to you?” 

The woman, “Sinoli”, looked at Ye Lu and said with a smile. 

Obviously, she wanted to flirt with Ye Lu before he died, but what she didn’t expect was that Ye Lu 

looked at her and said indifferently. 

“You guys are coming to kill me, of course I know this, however, I have to advise you, this will not do you 

any good, it will also invite death, don’t blame me for not advising you.” 

When Ye Lu finished speaking, that Si Noli froze for a moment, I guess she was a little surprised that Ye 

Lu could know that she was preparing to kill him, after all, this was also an order that she had only just 

received suddenly. 

However, when she thought about what Ye Lu had done before, she was somewhat relieved, Ye Lu’s 

prophecy was indeed quite powerful. 

Following that, her brow furrowed. 

Because, when she saw how calm Ye Luo was she was a little unsure of herself, after all, in her opinion, 

this old man was almost omniscient, so perhaps what he had just said was also true. 



But, on the other hand, the old man could be scaring himself, because she couldn’t see how he could 

have anything powerful enough to kill her. 

So, she looked at the “magic puppet”, Ye Lu, and said with a smile. 

“Master, you’ve been naughty again, trying to scare me, haven’t you? I’d like to see what you have that 

can hurt me.” 

As she said this, she drew out a half-foot long red half-moon shaped scimitar, and while saying this, she 

waved the scimitar in her hand. 

However, just as she swung the scimitar, an explosion sounded. 

The explosion was so powerful that it reduced the entire hotel to rubble, and in the rubble, the doll was 

revealed in its original form, and then it got up and ran away. 

There was still some of Ye Luo’s blood in his body, but if he wanted to maintain his form again, he would 

have to return to Ye Luo’s side. 

On the other side of Mount Olympus, Oswald turned his head to look at Ye Lu and said with a smile. 

“Now that we’re out, it’s useless to keep you, so you can go to hell with that old geezer ‘Sheik Seiye’.” 

As he said that, he swung the “Eternal Gun” in his hand. 

He did not use any “spells” because this man’s cultivation level was there, this guy was a “YuanYing old 

monster” while YeLu was just a person who had just crossed the “Golden Dan 9th turn”, the difference 

was simply worlds apart. 

However, what he thought would happen with a single blow did not happen, and to his surprise, Ye Lu 

also waved his hand. 

An invisible “barrier” blocked the blow, and everyone saw a glass-like defensive wall appear in front of 

Ye Lu, which was quickly dented by Gungnir’s attack, but stopped a few feet away from Ye Lu and 

bounced back. 

Seeing this scene, that Oswald’s eyes were as big as ping-pong balls as he had no idea how Ye Luo had 

managed to do this. 

For his part, Ye Luo looked at him and smiled calmly and said. 

“Going back on your word, repaying a debt of gratitude, and tearing down a bridge over a river, this is 

the style of your ‘Nordic Gods’, isn’t it, I’ve seen a lot.” 

“Only, unfortunately, I am not easy to die, I am here to tell you responsibly, I am very angry and the 

consequences will be severe.” 

With those words, Ye Lu waved her hand once again. 

A light lit up, and Ye Luo disappeared. 

He felt as if he had just made an extremely wrong decision, so he quickly took out his mobile phone and 

started to call “Si Noli”, but as he had feared, no one answered the phone on Si Noli’s side. 



“Could he really be the ‘Great Seer’, so he could have seen through everything and prepared in 

advance.” 

Oswald muttered somewhat puzzled as he looked at the place where Ye Lu had disappeared. 

In fact, Ye Lu did not foresee that these “Norse gods” would be so sinister in advance, he only came out 

to change the structure of the formation for the sake of caution. 

The “Greek gods” including the “Athena” were also surprised to see this scene, because they thought 

that Ye Lu and the “Nordic gods” were together, but now it seemed that the “Nordic gods” had used Ye 

Lu, and now after using him, they wanted to kill him. 

Hearing the busy tone on the other side, Oswald hung up the phone. 

He was a little worried, but on second thought, even if Ye Lu was really the Great Seer, what could he 

do? He didn’t think Ye Lu could make too much noise, he would only cause a little trouble for the Norse. 

So, he quickly adjusted his mood and looked at the Greek gods and said. 

“See you all in Greece!” 

The Greek Gods could not let them get away, so they quickly started to attack and chase after them, but 

since the Norse Gods had prepared for them, they had little success. 

“I can’t believe these Norse bastards got the drop on us… I wonder how much damage we’ve done?” 

Zeus, holding his thunder staff, sighed as he watched the Norse gods disappear in the distance. 

“Yes, they have taken the key to the immortal palace from under our noses.” 

“It’s a shame we didn’t know about it.” 

“But, in fact, it was that gypsy woman who really spoiled things for us.” 

“Indeed, that woman is also powerful.” 

…… 

Just as everyone was talking, Zeus’s mobile phone suddenly rang. 

“Hello Mr. Zeus, it’s that gypsy woman Irfan, I think we both need to have a good talk.” 
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“Zeus” froze for a moment when he heard it was “Irfan”, then asked alertly. 

“How do you know my number?” 

Ye Lu smiled and said. 

“Have you forgotten that I’m a gypsy? Of course we have our own methods, just tell us, do you want to 

work with us?” 

“Zeus thought for a moment and said. 



“Cooperation is fine, tell me, how can we cooperate?” 

Ye Lu smiled and said. 

“I have a grudge to pay, so I can’t spare those ‘Nordic’ guys, so I will help you find their secret realm, you 

can’t swallow this, right?” 

To be honest, Zeus had a lot of anger in his stomach. 

Of course, this anger also included the anger towards Ye Lu. 

So, he thought for a moment and said. 

“If it wasn’t for you just now, we wouldn’t have been so miserable. How do I know that you weren’t 

acting or playing some kind of trick with me just now?” 

It was understandable that the other party would think this way as he had just hidden himself too 

deeply, however, Ye Lu did not want to explain anything to them, but said directly. 

“We gypsies look for favors, before they gave us favors, of course we have to pay for the labor, but now 

it’s different, this revenge has been made, we must take this i revenge, if you are a man, give a painful 

word, fight or not?” 

As a result, “Zeus” said without hesitation. 

“Fight!” 

Ye Lu said with a smile. 

“I will find the location of their secret realm, then I will take care of the formation at the entrance of the 

secret realm, you will be responsible for killing people, after this is done, I want the ‘Fountain of Life’, 

the ‘Fountain of Helvargemil’ in their secret realm. Can you agree to this condition?” 

“Zeus was very quick to agree, and he said straight away. 

“Yes, it’s a deal, it’s all theirs anyway.” 

That was the right thing to say. 

Anyway, it’s robbing don’t heat your stuff, so give it away. 

Of course, Ye Luo did not dare to believe in this matter completely, but the “Nordic Gods” were so 

ruthless, Ye Luo did not want to let them go. 

“Glasses, we’re relying on you next.” 

Ye Luo touched his glasses and said to himself. 

One of the functions of the glasses’ auxiliary ability was “Find Secret Realm”, which could scan a certain 

area and find the secret realm that existed in that area. 

Moreover, according to the glasses’ instructions, it would show all the secret realms with a ground area 

of more than ten square meters, so Ye Lu felt that the workload might be rather heavy. 



After all, it was still quite troublesome to confirm the situation of each secret realm. 

However, before that, Ye Lu first had to go to Northern Europe, the birthplace of Nordic mythology in 

Iceland, Norway, Sweden and Finland, etc. Ye Lu’s method was to fly to high altitude to conduct a simple 

scan of the secret realms in these countries, and then summon a demonic beast to investigate. 

Standing on the back of “Big Wind”, Ye Luo looked at the red light dots flashing in several countries, 

each light dot represented a secret realm, as a result, Ye Luo found that there were actually dozens of 

secret realms in these countries. 

“It looks like maybe there really are thousands of mysteries on our planet!” 

Ye Lu looked at the dots of light everywhere and sighed with emotion. Earlier, that Master Tie had told 

himself that this part of the Earth was called the “Small Thousand Worlds”, which meant that there were 

probably thousands of small secret worlds around the Earth, which together formed the real world. 

Now it seemed that what the Iron Master had said might be true. 

“What to summon to find out?” 

Ye Lu began to think, he had never forgotten to collect all kinds of beast blood, so in the “Sumeru Ring” 

all kinds of beast blood was very sufficient. 

“First of all, it has to be small and then it has to have some intelligence, if only the ‘Ghost Bat’ was 

around.” 

Ye Luo secretly muttered, in fact, the “ghost bats” were very suitable for this, however, right now, the 

“ghost bats” were charging to raise their cultivation level rapidly, of course, it would not work, the “fire 

beasts” in the “Blazing God Blade” were large enough, but that thing was too eye-catching, it would 

definitely not work either. 

“Okay, that’s you guys.” 

After half a day’s thought, Ye Lu decided to summon a small and very agile demonic beast, and these 

guys were also interestingly named “Elf Rats”. 

“Come on!” 

Ye Luo found an empty space where no one was around and started summoning. 

However, the cultivation level of these “Elf Rats” was not the same, a few dozen of them were “Golden 

Dan First Turn” “Elf Rats”, while the others were of lower cultivation level, all kinds of them. 

“All of you show yourselves!” 

Ye Luo looked at those who had reached the fourth rank in the group of rats and said. 

The “Elven Rats” were relatively very weak demonic beasts, so their numbers were huge, but in terms of 

bloodline rank, they were much worse. 

Therefore, Ye Lu felt that they should definitely be able to transform. 



Although these “Elf Rats” looked similar in their rat form, they looked very different when they turned 

into humans, tall, short, fat, thin, all kinds of people, but one characteristic was the same, that is, all of 

them had big eyes, white skin, two windy ears, all of them were small and delicate, none of them 

exceeded one meter six, each of them looked like a little loli that had developed to the point of 

explosion. 

When he saw this group of mouse spirits, “Big Wind” laughed. 

“I didn’t expect you to like this!” 

To be honest, Ye Lu also did not expect such a result, he looked at these women and said. 

“So, why are you all women?” 

In Ye Luo’s opinion it should only be half and half for men and women. 

As a result one of the female rats smiled and said. 

“Because the men are basically all eaten by us.” 

Hearing this woman’s words, Ye Lu was really shocked, he had only heard that the female praying 

mantis would eat the male after mating, but he didn’t expect that these rats also had this habit. 

However, Ye Luo couldn’t care less about this, he gave each of them a mobile phone, explained the 

usage, and then quickly gave the order for these guys to go to various places in groups of two or three to 

scout out. 

After that, Ye Luo went to another country and unleashed the demonic beast “Elf Rat” just as he had 

done. 

Ye Lu used them because they were huge in number and very intelligent, and because they had wings, 

they were also extremely fast. 

In this way, it only took one night for Ye Lu to basically lock in three locations, as all three places were 

set up with extremely complicated formations. 

However, Ye Luo was a bit confused as to which of these three places was the right one. 

“It looks like I have to go there and try.” 

After basically finding out, Ye Luo sent these “Elf Rats” back to the “Secret Realm of Ten Thousand 

Beasts” despite their objections, after all, these guys were all seductive goblins, and these guys also liked 

to eat people. 

However, it was still quite difficult to enter the secret realm quietly, but there was a great advantage for 

Ye Lu, that was, since these places had very elaborate and powerful formations, it meant that the other 

party should not pay too much attention to this entrance and exit. 

So, as long as one could break the “formation” quietly, one would have the opportunity to enter the 

secret realm unnoticed. 

So, too, I went to Iceland first. 



This is a very small international country, with only 320,000 people, and there is no army in this country, 

which is why Ye Lu chose to come to this country first to explore the secret realm. 

As expected, the country was a bit cold, but peaceful. Ye Lu quickly arrived at the place where the secret 

realm was located, and then began to decipher the “formation”. 

It took Ye Luo quite a while to crack it. 

He took a deep breath and then quietly sneaked into the secret realm. 

He knew that these “Nordic Gods” were not to be messed with, and any one of them would be enough 

for Ye Lu to drink. 
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He felt that most of the formations inside would not restrict people from coming out, so it would be 

relatively easy for him to escape. 

After entering, Ye Lu found that he seemed to have found the right place. The place was really a place of 

ice and fire, with endless frost and mist on one side, which must be the so-called “Land of Mist”, and 

endless flames on the other side, which must be the so-called “Land of Fire”. 

In the middle of the two continents is the gulf known as the “Golden Lunga”, where the legendary “Frost 

Giant” Yumir and the cow called “Odemra” both appeared. 

Of course, that was at the very beginning, and the continent is now a rich-looking continent with 

countless palaces, but the weather has not changed on either side. 

In the “Land of Mist” behind the endless sea of fog, the ice was still inconvenient for ten thousand years, 

and the “Land of Fire” was the same, with endless flames behind it. 

As Ye Lu thought, there was really no one near this entrance. 

However, the moment he entered this place, the “Heavenly Vine” on Ye Lu’s body seemed to have gone 

crazy and began to fly wildly, and all ten vines were reaching in the same direction, as if something was 

calling it. 

“What’s going on? See something delicious?” 

Of course, this was definitely a good thing, because relying on the spiritual field to feed the “Heavenly 

Vine” was still a bit slow, for example, right now, the level of the “Heavenly Vine” was a bit weaker than 

his own. 

However, Ye Lu did not let the “Tong Tian Vine” continue to go on like this, he quickly stopped the “Tong 

Tian Vine”, let it calm down, and then quietly walked towards the “Land of Mist” and “Land of Fire”. 

Whenever possible, Ye Lu wanted to gather as much information as he could, for in these secret realms 

and battles, there were opportunities everywhere, and he had to seize them at all times. 



He found a large tree that was relatively a little taller, then climbed up and began to observe it carefully 

under the cover of the branches and leaves. 

“Most of the things that just made the ‘Tongtian Vine’ excited were that ‘World Tree’!” 

Ye Luo said with some emotion as he looked at the big tree that covered the sky on the other side of the 

“Land of Mist”. 

“According to the introduction of the glasses, this tree is quite a big deal, it almost has the same lifespan 

as this secret realm, and that ‘Eternal Gun’ Gungnir was made from the branches of this tree, so you can 

imagine how powerful this ‘World Tree’ is. ‘ is really how powerful it is.” 

“However, with such a powerful tree, can the ‘Tong Tian Vine’ really digest it?” 

Just as Ye Luo was muttering secretly, the Tong Tian Vine immediately stretched out a vine towards Ye 

Luo and nodded solemnly when it heard his words. 

This made Ye Luo cry and laugh a little. 

There were many tall buildings on these two continents, among which the one underneath the World 

Tree was the tallest and most glorious, and was the residence of the Norse God Odin, the Temple of 

Odin. 

It seemed that this was indeed the lair of the Norse gods. Soon, Ye Lu saw the guy with the Gargantua 

coming out of Odin’s temple from afar, but the Gargantua in his hand had disappeared, probably taken 

by this year’s Odin. 

After all, Ye Luo saw from the brief description of the glasses that it was a real “Eternal Gun”, definitely a 

good thing, and probably belonged to “Odin” originally. 

After observing for a while more, Ye Lu finally confirmed that this was the secret place he was looking 

for, and also confirmed a few things, there were several things in this place that he was interested in. 

The first was the “World Tree”, which was extremely needed for the “Heavenly Vine”, and the “One Leaf 

Bodhi” was just the thing to hold it. 

Then there is the Fountain of Helvargimir, the source of all the water here. 

After that, the demonic beasts in the endless flames of the Land of Fire were also very useful to him. If 

he put them into the Blazing God Blade, it would be much easier to use them when he wanted to in the 

future, and the Blazing God Blade was naturally attractive to these fire-attributed demonic beasts and 

flames. 

This was something that Ye Lu had only recently discovered, otherwise Ye Lu would have packed a large 

portion of the Nine Heavenly Mystic Flames into the space of the Blazing God Blade, and those flames 

were indeed not very safe underneath the Xishuangbanna. 

The other thing was the “Eternal Gun” Gungnir, which was definitely the most suitable thing to give to 

several women as a weapon, especially Long Feixue, who was a wood attribute, and the attribute of the 

“Gungnir” was just the same. 



Of course, if it was possible, Ye Lu would also like to snatch the “Immortal Palace Key” that was taken 

away by the “Norse Gods”. 

However, Ye Lu felt that his hope was rather slim. 

“Let’s take one step at a time and see if we can get the other ‘Immortal Palace Key’.” 

Having made up his mind, Ye Lu flew out of the secret realm which was deep in Iceland, and of course, 

all kinds of images and related information were prepared by Ye Lu. 

The next step was to contact the “Greek Gods”. 

“Zeus was not a suspicious person, but he was still very cautious. After seeing the coordinates and 

various images provided by Ye Lu, he was convinced, of course, the routine scouting was inevitable, and 

Ye Lu also had his own responsibility, that is, to help them destroy the “great war”. 

This was not difficult for Ye Luo, in fact, Ye Luo could do this when he contacted the “Greek gods”, he 

made an entrance to the guardian formation, so that one or two strong beings, such as “Zeus”, could 

enter through the entrance, and then Ye Luo also told them how to enter and control the formation. 

Only after everything was taken care of did he sneak into the secret realm of the Nordic Gods in 

advance. 

To be honest, although he was working with the “Greek Gods”, Ye Lu did not trust them completely. 

The Norse gods were still fresh in Ye’s mind, so Ye decided to go it alone. 

Moreover, in Ye Lu’s opinion, he had the “Concealment Technique”, which could simulate his 

cultivation, and the “Transfiguration Technique”, which could change his appearance, and with a few 

more spells, he should be able to impersonate these gods. 

After all, Ye Lu had gotten a little bit of the bloodline power of the gods, of course, from the Underworld 

App at a high price. 

With these “bloodline powers” and Ye Lu’s ability in bloodline, he could perfectly simulate a person, but 

of course, at least a little bit of contact would have a high chance of revealing himself, because there 

was no way to simulate memories, voices, movements and other details. 

In this way, Ye Luo quietly lurked in the secret realm, quietly waiting for the arrival of the Greek gods. 

In the Norse mythology, there is a special place called “The Twilight of the Gods”, which is about the 

Norse gods being almost destroyed in the battle with the giants, and the destruction is inevitable, but 

after the destruction, the gods will rise again and be reborn to build a new and better world. 

Ye Lu felt that now was the time of the “twilight of the gods”. 

As expected, a tall figure appeared in the corner of the land. The person who came was the king of the 

Greek gods, Zeus. 

This man is a monster of attack and defence. 



Then Poseidon, the god of the sea, with his trident, and Hades, the king of the underworld, with his two-

stranded fork, also appeared, and these three were the three heads of the Greek gods, followed by the 

goddess Athena, carrying her sceptre. 

The four of them looked around, and then the “Goddess Athena” walked towards the centre of the 

control formation as Ye Lu said, and the formation instantly lit up, with countless complex “weapon 

patterns” all lit up with Athena as the centre. 

Immediately afterwards, countless “Greek gods” began to teleport in. 

A great battle was about to take place. 

 


